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English

Read the following passage and answer the
questions that follow.
A true friend is one who supports us in a crisis.
He fulfills both material and spiritual needs. He
can understand not only our words but our
silence too. A mountain appears more clear
when one is on the plain, at same distance
away. In a similar manner we can appreciate
the value of a friend even more in his absence.
A fisherman casts his net into the water as he
hopes to catch fish.But we do not make friends
with the hope that we will gain something.
We should share not only joys but also troubles
with our friends. We feel relaxed and refreshed
in the company of a friend. He is like a morning
dew. A friend is a true treasure.
A friend is like a board which gives support. He is
like the fireside which keeps us warm in winter.
We need not be afraid to speak freely in his
presence. We can express our innermost feelings,
hopes and fears.  He is sure to understand and
sympathize with us. True friendship is enjoyed and
celebrated for its own sake. There are no ulterior
motives or expectations among friends.We count
on friends when our life is at an ebb. We should be
equally ready to share with them the flood of joy
in our life.

1. Who is a true friend?

A who appears like a mountain

B who supports us in crisis

C who appears for his own

D who thinks about his own

2. How is a friend different from fisherman?

A fisher man gains something

B fisher man is good at casting the net

C friends never expect anything

D friends never expects nothing

Each of the following questions contains a
main word. Select the word from the options
that is opposite in meaning to the given word

3. Keen

A sharp B reconstruct

C blunt D acute

4. F ind the part of the sentence that is
grammatically incorrect.
We know where it begins  but we dont know

A B
that where it ends  no error.

       C                        D

5. Pick out the correct sentence in accordance
with the correct use of tense

A I found that he recently went out

B I found that he had recently gone out

C I found that he recently gone out

D He recently gone out that I found out.

Key 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B C C C B
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Reasoning

1. From the given alternatives, select the word
which cannot be formed using the letters of
the given word.

DICTIONARY

A NATION B ADDITION

C BINARY D DAIRY

Direction sense

2. A man walks 5 kms towards south and then
turns to the right.  After walking 3 kms he
turns to the left and walks 5 kms.  Now in
which direction is he from the starting place?

A West B South

C South-East D South-West

2. A shepherd had 17 sheep.  All but nine died.
How many was he left with?

A nil B 8

C 9 D 17

Among the given options, one option is
different in one way or the other.  Select that
odd one out.

3. A B

C D

There is a certain relationship between the
pairs of figures given on either side of : : .
Identify the relationship of the given pair and
find the missing figure.

4. : :: ?

A B

C D

In the following question, a sheet having
certain design on either sides of a dotted line
is given.  Select the option that is obtained by
folding the sheet along the dotted line.

5.

A B

C D

Key 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

C D C D B D


